FRUITFUL RELATIONSHIP: Edward Cumberbatch, lead tenor with the Lydians, centre, is all
smiles after recieving the PALM award form Martin Daly SC chairman of The PALM
Foundation and Jennifer Joseph director, of The PALM Foundation on Saturday at Jubilee Hall,
Bishop Anstey High School, Port of Spain. As a member of the Lydians, Cumberbatch has
performed lead roles in many works including five operas in Trinidad and one in Jamaica and
Germany. He joined the Lydians in 1987 when Pat Bishop was musical director. —Photo:
ISHMAEL SALANDY
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Excellent performances from the Lydians and accompanists set the tone throughout the evening
during the launch of The PALM Foundation, the Pat Bishop Foundation for Art, Literature and
Music on Saturday.
But there was none more magnificent than the finale provided by the Lydians performing the
“Hallelujah Chorus”, to the accompaniment of the Malick drummers and tassa drummers.
There were also performances from Desperadoes steelband, with whom Bishop loved to work.
This was fitting as the Lydians choir was founded by Bishop and now in turn, the PALM
Foundation has been founded to preserve, promote and sustain the legacy of Pat Bishop. Bishop

who excelled in art and music and who during her extensive and varied career contributed to the
cause of many projects in these spheres collapsed and died August 20, 2011 while attending a
meeting of the High Level Expert Panel to Guide the Implementation of Arts, Cultural and
Entrepreneurial Projects and Patriotism Projects.
The launch which took place at Jubilee Hall, Bishop Anstey High School, Port of Spain, heard
from a number of speakers during the evening among them chairman of the Foundation, Martin
Daly SC; Professor Trevor Monroe, executive director of the Jamaican NGO National Integrity
Action and Visiting Honorary Professor at the Sir Arthur Lewis Institute, UWI, Mona, Gillian
Bishop (sister of Pat and Lydians member), Valerie Taylor and Alyssa Rostant. They all spoke of
the vast contribution Pat Bishop had made to the many steelbands, choirs and artistic projects in
Trinidad and Tobago. They spoke of the depth and scope of this work and her famous
exhortation at all times to in fact “Do The Work”.
The PALM Foundation comprises several honorary members, some of whom were in the
audience, including Monroe. The inaugural PALM Foundation Award was also conferred on
tenor Edward Cumberbatch who is the Lydians foremost soloist.
Daly said he was honoured to be invited to be a part of a group the objectives of which were so
well aligned with his own view of the role of arts and culture in “our fractured society”. Daly
who writes a weekly column in the Sunday Express, once again made the point that art and
culture had the potential to heal societies.
Daly said, “The broad statement of the objective of the PALM Foundation is on the cover of
your programme. It is: “Preserving, promoting and sustaining the legacy of Pat Bishop in Art,
Literature and Music”. I also invite your attention to one of the more specific objectives set out
on page two of your programme that refers to the encouragement of self-realisation and selfawareness through the medium of art and culture.
Daly said he could never have imagined that when he knew the Bishops as a youth growing up in
Woodford Street, Newtown, Port of Spain, it would have one day culminated in him being asked
to be chairman of the Pat Bishop Foundation, but it was a call he welcomed.
“For many years I have repeatedly put the case for funding the performing arts in the context of a
policy that recognises that participation in the arts can change the lives of young people by
diluting the dysfunctional conditions under which they live, by raising their self-esteem and
awakening ambition.
“As you have heard the honourees among this audience, each honoured by virtue of “a long and
fruitful creative and intellectual relationship with Pat Bishop”, are Pat’s group of trees located in
a desert as an oasis to provide sustenance as we go forward with Pat’s work.”
“We look forward to your being available to the PALM foundation as a resource of
accomplishment and experience upon which we can call.
“All of you already know the healing value of art and culture. I cannot even paint a door let alone
do a painting but I have learnt of the healing value by my time spent in the panyards and
ramleelas and theatres of dance.
“Many groups in our society do this work. It is done here, in the region and further abroad. Our
guest speaker, Professor Trevor Munroe will know of the work in his native Jamaica of Sheila
Graham who draws youths from across gang and garrison lines to participate in producing their
own music videos. I met Sheila at the Lloyd Best Convois some years ago.
“I witnessed earlier this year a group of seventy youngsters, put forward by Vision on Mission,
divided into three groups, each group to be directed by a dancer, choreographer from the Battery
Dance Company of New York. At the end of one week each group put on its own dance

performance before an audience at the Little Carib Theatre. The youngsters not only formed
bonds with each other but with the three teachers whom they did not want to leave Trinidad.
“The PALM Foundation will join in doing this healing work. We do not believe that we will do
it better than anyone else but we will try to follow Pat Bishop’s constant exhortation “to do the
work”. Where necessary we will make alliances with other groups in the field and we want to
work with all to set the agenda for funding of the arts. May I say again that you distinguished
persons compromising our audience today will be our guiding resource of expertise and
experience,”Daly said.

